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ABSTRACT Different kill chain models have been defined and analyzed to provide a common sequence
of actions followed in offensive cyber operations. These models allow analysts to identify these operations
and to understand how they are executed. However, there is a lack of an equivalent model from a defensive
point of view: this is, there is no common sequence of actions for the detection of threats and their accurate
response. This lack causes not only problems such as unstructured approaches and conceptual errors but,
what is most important, inefficiency in the detection and response to threats, as defensive tactics are not well
identified. For this reason, in this work we present a defensive kill chain approach where tactics for teams in
charge of cyber defense activities are structured and arranged.We introduce the concept of SOCCritical Path
(SCP), a novel kill chain model to detect and neutralize threats. SCP is a technology–independent model that
provides an arrangement of mandatory steps, in the form of tactics, to be executed by Computer Network
Defense teams to detect hostile cyber operations. By adopting this novel model, these teams increase the
performance and the effectiveness of their capabilities through a common framework that formalizes the
steps to follow for the detection and neutralization of threats. In this way, our work can be used not only to
identify detection and response gaps, but also to implement a continuous improvement cycle over time.

INDEX TERMS SOC critical path, security operations center, computer network defense, cyber kill chain.

I. INTRODUCTION
The high benefits technology has contributed to are question-
less, but so are the risks it introduces on a daily basis for
individuals, organizations and countries. Hostile actors such
as foreign countries, terrorist groups and organized crime are
well aware of these risks and they take advantage of them,
from cyber crime to cyber war. In this context, Computer
Network Operations (CNO), defined [1] as those capabilities
used to attack adversary computer networks, defend our own
and exploit enemy computers to enable intelligence gathering
play a prominent role, both in offensive operations, such as
attack or exploitation, and in defensive operations.

The defensive CNO discipline is called Computer Network
Defense (CND) and it is defined as [1] those actions taken
through the use of computer networks to protect, monitor,
analyze, detect and respond to unauthorized activity in own
information systems and computer networks. CND activities
are provided by a Security Operations Center (SOC), a center
focused on the prevention, detection and response to security
incidents [2]. Defensive centers for cyber security adopt
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different names [3], [4] [5], such as SOC, CSIRT, CERT,
CSOC, ISIRT, etc., according to its specific functions,
capabilities or even licenses. In this paper, we will refer to
all of them as SOC.

In this context, a SOC has a clear goal of preventing,
detecting and neutralizing cyber threats. Of course, the
achievement of this high–level simple goal, is a complex task.
Leaving aside the prevention activities, such as those related
to systems hardening or user awareness, and focusing on
the detection and neutralization activities, a SOC detects and
responds to incidents. However, no single common definition
of the mandatory tactics and their arrangement to perform
this task have been identified among literature. While offen-
sive kill–chain models are well defined and discussed, no
defensive equivalent has been ever proposed. This situation
leads SOCs to work by following non–structured approaches,
a fact that impacts not only in their detection and response
capabilities, but also in their effectiveness and improvement
over time.

We define the SOC Critical Path (SCP) as the sequence
of mandatory activities to detect and to neutralize a threat.
SCP is a kill chain model, which is a specific arrangement
of actions, identified as tactics, mandatory to achieve a goal.
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In this case this goal is the SOC goal, as stated before.
Such a kill chain model formalizes SOC activities and
provides defensive centers with the mandatory tactics they
have to sequentially implement so as to be successful; as in
offensive kill chain approaches, it not only helps to structure
activities, but also to identify gaps and improvements in this
implementation. In most cases SOC activities are done in an
unstructured, not fail–safe way, thus giving hostile actors the
opportunity to succeed in their activities.

In this work, we propose SCP as a model to detect and
enable the neutralization, of threats. We consider this model
to provide a platform–agnostic SOC kill chain, identifying the
mandatory, sequential actions a SOC must perform. Each of
the presented tactics can be deployed by different techniques,
out of the scope of this paper, and some of them can also can
be divided into sub–tactics, not mandatory but relevant to the
detection and neutralization.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:
• To identify the mandatory tactics to detect security
incidents, thus enabling its appropriate handling by
defensive teams.

• To provide the basis for a global SOC detection and
response process, not only linked to pure incident
response, establishing a whole continuous improvement
cycle.

• To establish the proper arrangement of the identified
tactics in the form of a kill chain model. As this
arrangement is mandatory for a SOC, it defines the
correct sequence of tasks to be performed to detect and
respond to incidents, i.e., the defensive kill chain.

• To identify the most relevant sub–tactics for each of
the main established first–level tactics in order to help
SOC analysts to develop particular techniques to achieve
them.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The
background in Section II provides concepts regarding the
identified problem in SOC processes and emphasizes kill
chain approaches, which are always defined from an offen-
sive perspective. In Section III we assess the problem of
the lack of a unified structure for CND operations and
its importance in the identification of situations on the
infrastructure that can lead to a security incident. Section IV
analyzes prior work on this issue. In Section Vwe propose the
SCP model as a global sequence of tactics to be performed
by blue teams to identify incidents, as well as an example
regarding the practical application of our model. Section VI
discusses the results and compares them with those of other
approaches. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper and
identifies future research directions.

II. BACKGROUND
In this section we provide the necessary background related
to SOC processes and kill chain model approaches that will
be the pillars not only to understand the identified issue in
Section III but also to properly follow the proposed SCP
model in Section V.

A. SOC CONCEPTS
As in any cyber operation, to be able to achieve its
defensive goals, a SOC has to develop tactics, techniques
and procedures. Tactics specify what to do, at the highest
level of description, to accomplish a certain mission, while
techniques specify how tactics are implemented; procedures,
outside of the scope of this work, describe a particular
implementation.

These tactics and techniques enable an effective threat
detection and neutralization in a SOC. A threat is defined [6]
as any circumstance or event with the potential to adversely
impact organizational operations (including mission, func-
tions, image, or reputation), organizational assets, individu-
als, other organizations, or the Nation through an information
system via unauthorized access, destruction, disclosure,
or modification of information, and/or denial of service; in
this reference the authors identify four types of threat sources:

• Adversarial. Individuals, groups, organizations, or states
that seek to exploit the organization’s dependence on
cyber resources.

• Accidental. Erroneous actions taken by individuals
during the course of executing their everyday responsi-
bilities.

• Structural. Failures of equipment, environmental con-
trols, or software due to aging, resource depletion,
or other circumstances that exceed the expected oper-
ating parameters.

• Environmental. Natural disasters and failures of critical
infrastructures on which the organization depends, but
which are outside the control of the organization.

To detect and neutralize a threat, from the adversarial to the
environmental ones, any SOC has to manage a high volume
of initially unstructured information: to acquire and analyze
data from multiple sources, and to turn this high volume of
information into an actionable, reduced, set of data. This is
done through a set of technologies and processes represented
in the so–called SOC funnel: the conversion of millions of
inputs in a few actionable outputs suitable for management
by a human team (the blue team).

The definitions for these sets of data, from millions of
inputs to the reduced set of actionable outputs, are not
clear among professionals [7]. In this work, we use the key
definitions presented in this section.

A log message, or simply a log, is the minimum informa-
tion unit generated by an information system [7], such as an
application, operating system or database.

Log data are linked to and stored in the information
systems that generate it. Some or all of the generated logs
are sent to a SIEM and also called events. SIEM systems
were designed [8] to collect events from different sources,
normalize them to a common following a common syntax and
structure, and store them once normalized.

An event is defined as a relevant, from a security point
of view, contextualized information that reflects an observed
change in the normal behavior of an object, such as an
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FIGURE 1. Cyber kill chain.

information system or a person. All events are stored in a
SIEM, and three types are identified:
1) Raw events, those that automatically arrive to the SIEM

from different data sources.
2) Aggregated events are those generated by the aggrega-

tion of raw events for a more efficient processing or
analysis.

3) Correlated events, those generated by the correlation of
raw or aggregated events.

An alert is an interesting event that requires spawning
actions; alerts are usually managed on a ticketing system,
where they are sent from the SIEM (if they are not part of
the same product). Please note that on this ticketing platform
not all alerts will have the SIEM as a source, as they can
also arrive from other sources: from a user phone call to a
manually introduced ticket on the platform. These alerts are
also called actionable events, as they require specific actions
to be executed in response to the alert.

Alerts are processed automatically and manually; when
analyzed, this analysis can raise an incident. The inci-
dent concept is not well defined among cyber security
researchers [9], although we accept the definition stated
in [10], which refers to incidents, or cyber incidents, as any
occurrence that has an impact on any of the components of
the cyber space or on the functioning of the cyber space,
regardless of whether it is natural or human–made, malicious
or non–malicious intent, deliberate, accidental or due to
incompetence, due to development or due to operational
interactions. In this context, an incident can be seen as an
alert or set of alerts that can impact in cyber operations.
A key objective for a SOC would be a 1:1 ratio between
alerts and incidents: as all alerts require an action that can
be either manual or automated, those alerts that are not real
incidents involve many negative factors, such as economic
loss, productivity decrease or analyst burn out.

B. KILL CHAIN MODELS
A kill chain can be defined as a sequence of actions that a
hostile actor has to perform in a particular arrangement to
achieve their goals. Kill chain models have been developed to
describe threat actors’ campaign phases [11], as they describe
the structure of the intrusion. Kill chain models help analysts
to describe phases of intrusions, map adversary kill chain
indicators to defender courses of action or identify patterns
that link individual intrusions into broader campaigns, among

others [12]. Kill chain models have been applied to the
detection and understanding of potentially unwanted codes
such as remote access tools [13], ransomware features [14] or
banking Trojans [15], as well as to protect industrial control
systems from advanced threat actors [16], [17] or to model
the operations of these actors [18].

The most used kill chain model is the Cyber Kill Chain R©

framework [12], developed by Lockheed Martin, as a part
of the Intelligence Driven Defense R© model for identification
and prevention of cyber intrusion activity, identifying what a
threat actor must complete in order to achieve its objective.
It was first described in [12] as a seven–step process suitable
for CNA or CNE operations, as shown in figure 1.

These seven steps are defined as follows [12], [19]:

1) Reconnaissance. Research, identification and selec-
tion of targets.

2) Weaponization. Before attacking a target, the threat
actor has to couple a remote access Trojan with an
exploit into a deliverable payload.

3) Delivery. Transmission of weapons to the targeted
environment to launch a particular operation.

4) Exploitation. After the weapon is delivered, exploita-
tion triggers intruders’ code.

5) Installation. Installation of an implant, just as a remote
access Trojan, a backdoor or any kind of malicious
software, on the victim system allows the adversary to
maintain persistence inside the environment.

6) Command and Control. Compromised hosts must
beacon outbound to an Internet controller server to
establish a C2 channel, thus allowing the threat actor
to control its target remotely.

7) Actions on Objectives. After progressing through the
first six phases, intruders can take actions to achieve
their original objectives, such as information theft,
denial or hop to a third–party infrastructure.

The Cyber Kill Chain represents an industry-accepted
methodology for understanding how an attacker will conduct
the activities necessary to cause harm to an organization and
has been largely discussed [20] (in [21] the authors identify
some of the discussions regarding the application of the
Cyber Kill Chain). Some authors [22], [23] have proposed the
addition and removal of different stages in order to improve
or adjust the original model, and the topic has also been
discussed in technical conferences. Also, some efforts to
unify models and variants, such as [24], have been made.
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FIGURE 2. Mandiant’s attack life cycle model.

Despite this, the original proposal has been widely used and
applied to specific problems regarding advanced threat actors,
such as those related to the modeling of the attack stages
against critical structures [25]–[27].

Some critics of the CKC are related to its approach as
a linear progression that does not accurately represent the
actions of an actor; Mandiant (FireEye) presented in [28]
the Mandiant Attack Life Cycle, a kill chain model in which
the Weaponization stage is removed and introduces a loop to
represent the continuous activities of internal recon, lateral
movement and persistence performed by a hostile actor,
as shown in figure 2. A summary of critics and improvements
to CKC can be found in [29], and the proposed variants of the
cyber kill chain model can be found on [30] or [31].

III. THE ISSUE: A LACK OF DEFENSIVE KILL CHAIN
The main issue we have identified is the lack of a suitable,
arranged set of tactics, in the form of a kill chain (this
is, in the form of mandatory steps to accomplish a goal).
There is not a single high–level, platform–agnostic kill chain,
or even identification of tactics to achieve the SOC goals:
this is, in order to establish the mandatory steps to detect and
neutralize threats. This lack of such a model may be due to
the fact that defensive centers focus on the alleged attacker
activities as the first and main input, so they start their work
always trying to detect, in order to respond, to such activities.
With this focus on the incident response against hostile
operations, subjects such as the correct data acquisition or
processing are not properly covered, thus leaving windows
of opportunity for an attacker to succeed.

Many approaches to model a SOC, including its processes
perspective, have been proposed and developed in the aca-
demic and industrial literature. Nevertheless, as stated before,
we have not identified a single high–level, platform–agnostic
kill chain or even identification of tactics to achieve the
SOC goals, in order to establish the mandatory steps to
detect and neutralize threats. Of course, this is considered
a relevant problem. The same way hostile operations are
modeled in order to improve our knowledge about them
and about the threat groups that perform these operations,
we consider it mandatory to establish an equivalent model,

in the form of a kill chain, for the defensive operations that
enable the detection and neutralization of hostile activities.
Such a model can improve aspects such as SOC classifica-
tion, services, capabilities and technologies; however, most
importantly, it can help defenders to analyze and to establish
the requirements for an effective detection and neutralization
of threats, to implement suitable techniques for each tactic
and to arrange its activities.

The identification of hostile activities has been largely ana-
lyzed; both the particular tactics, techniques and procedures
that a hostile actor has to perform in order to achieve its
goals, as well as the particular arrangement of these tactics,
are nowwell structured and accepted through the community.
Focusing on tactics, techniques and procedures, from an
offensive point of view, different approaches have been
identified and analyzed, without establishing a particular
arrangement, identifying commonly accepted models such as
MITRE ATT&CK tactics and techniques matrix. In addition,
focusing on the arrangement of these elements, an offensive
point of view has been largely developed, such as Cyber Kill
Chain. Different kill–chain approaches have been defined and
used for the modeling of hostile activities [32].

Surprisingly, this state of the art, while dealing with the
execution of offensive operations has no equivalent, com-
monly accepted approach for defensive operations. We find
an important lack of the identification and definition of
tactics and techniques for a SOC to run, as well as on its
correct arrangement. In other words, there is no model for
the mandatory activities a SOC has to perform. A model is
defined [33] as an abstract representation of some domain of
human experience, used to structure knowledge, to provide
a common language for discussing that knowledge, and to
perform analyses in that domain. Models are necessary in
order to better understand and discuss abstract entities repre-
senting and structuring common knowledge and experiences,
and allowing analysts to profile attackers from their goals to
their TTP.

To successfully perform CND operations we consider that
it is necessary to define a global SOC kill chain model
regarding both the mandatory tactics to be executed and their
arrangement. Therefore, we propose a kill chain model to
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allow a SOC to detect and neutralize threats. Of course,
this model would have to be independent from aspects such
as the budget or the technology; this is, no matter which
technologies or how much money a defensive center has, the
model has to be similar. However, most importantly, it has
to be independent from the hostile activities they face, and
regardless of the type of threat a SOC is handling, the model
must always be the same. Please note that most of the threats
a SOC has to deal with will be adversarial, but accidental,
structural or even environmental threats must also be detected
and neutralized.

In this work we address an issue that has not been
largely addressed and that is a must for any defensive
center. The lack of a suitable model for CND operations
implies not only the absence of a homogeneous work flow
across different SOCs, but also heterogeneous approaches
to incident detection that cause security flaws and security
monitoring deficiencies among SOC customers, resulting
in unprotected infrastructure assets and undetected security
breaches. This problem is especially important as the first
mandatory actions, those related to planning and acquisition
of data, are in many cases not specially considered. This
situation, with many processes focused on pure incident
response, leads SOCs to perform a right processing and even
a right analysis among incomplete data, thus resulting on an
incorrect monitoring that leads to a late incident detection and
response. In addition, they do not face the fact that not all SOC
responses have to follow a well–defined incident response
process, but in many cases these responses have to be simpler,
and so they are in practice.

IV. TECHNIQUES AND LIMITATIONS
Defensive centers have been largely analyzed from different
high–level perspectives, but none of them establishes a set of
common tactics and their particular arrangement to provide
a suitable SOC model. Many approaches are focused on
the incident response process, which in our opinion is not
correct, as this response is the last step of a set of activities
a SOC has to successfully perform to achieve its goals.
In addition, in some cases models are presented from a
generic perspective, without identifying the activities a SOC
has to develop in order to successfully detect and neutralize
threats.

In [34] the authors propose the people, processes and
technologies (PPT) model, later used specifically for a SOC
in works such as [35], [36], [37] or [5]; in this triad, the
processes branch is not uniform among the literature [5],
providing an incomplete picture of the actions performed on
the SOC daily basis.

Regarding this process definition for a SOC, many
approaches are linked to incident handling processes [38],
[39], leaving aspects as the acquisition or processing of
data, although referred, in a secondary role. With this focus,
critical aspects for incident detection are not considered, thus
providing valid models once an incident is identified (from
the response point of view) but lacking a unified approach to

FIGURE 3. SOC funnel.

the previousmandatory tasks. In addition, a key concept is not
considered in the approaches focused on incident response:
the fact that in a SOC not all response activities are linked
to this process. Response actions can vary depending on
many factors, both technical (for example, those related to the
priority or potential impact of an incident) and non–technical
(for example, those related to signed contracts for a particular
customer).

In 2013 Forrester introduced [40] the concept of the SOC
funnel as a graphical simplification for SOC work. The
SOC funnel represents the reduction process that must be
performed by a SOC in order to obtain actionable alerts
from billions or millions of raw events, as shown in figure 3.
Although this model is conceptually correct, the authors did
not specify the different tactics or the mandatory steps to
accomplish this goal. More specific academic works, such
as [41], have used this conceptual model, but also without
deepening its tactics. Although this is a valid high–level
approach, it does not specify what a SOC has to execute to
achieve it.

In [42] the authors proposed a SOC architecture based on
four layers: data acquisition, data processing (which includes
filtering, merging and formatting), correlation analysis and
visualization. As the work is focused on correlation, this
model does not approach the tasks after analysis, simplifying
them as a global visualization step. We consider visual-
ization as not a key tactic for a SOC, but a technique
for human analysis. Especially when dealing with big data
environments, situational awareness in any of its forms
is an important decision–support mechanism [43] [44] for
Computer Network Defense. From an architectural point of
view, the layers of a SOC have also been analyzed in works
such as [35] or [5].

These approaches identify the mandatory layers for a SOC
to run: generation, acquisition, data manipulation and output
or presentation layers. Although these layered–approaches
can be linked to the tactics the SOC has to execute, they do
not consider a real kill chain model but layers inside the SOC
architecture, including people, processes and technologies.
In addition, they do not represent the mandatory feedback
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FIGURE 4. Blue team cyber kill chain.

that this chain must have, as the output of the process has
to provide enhancements to the initial point.

In 2014 Ryan Stillions wrote a blog post [45] in which
he presented the Detection Maturity Level (DML), a model
to assess the maturity of an organization to detect cyber
attacks in terms of its capabilities to consume and act upon
given threat information. The DML model is composed of
nine levels of maturity, from the most technical ones –really,
level 0 represents no information about the threat– to the
highest level ones –goals and strategy of the attacker–. The
DML model has been improved [46], [47] by adding a tenth
level of abstraction, DML-9, regarding identity of the threat
actor, a useful information to connect multiple attacks to the
same actor in order to predict strategy, tactics, techniques
and procedures expected to be used in an operation. This
hierarchical model can provide an approach not only to
evaluate the detection capabilities of an organization, but
also to the semantic modeling of an advanced threat actor,
from a group to specific indicators left after an operation,
thus helping the analysts to model the interests and behavior
of the actor and its modus operandi in specific operations.
However, neither the DMLmodel nor its improvements detail
the activities a SOC has to execute in order to provide these
detection capabilities.

In [48] the authors presented a process for incident
detection in a SOC inside a global incident response
timeline. This process is based on four steps to identify the
sources responsible for detecting and reporting incidents, the
available channels to do so, the steps to accept inputs and,
finally, the requirements on people and technology for this
process to work. This is a valid approach, although it lacks
an established arrangement and we identify a gap between
the source identification and how this source could use the
defined channels for notification.

In 2017 Matt Swann introduces, at Microsoft BlueHat
Israel conference, the concept of a blue team cyber kill chain
as a defender–centric version of the standard, offensive, cyber
kill chain, as shown in figure 4; this approach defines the
chain of actions a defender needs to go through to find and
evict attackers. The author discusses the proposed stages
and its window of opportunity in relation to the offensive
kill chain, and it also presents a ‘‘response pyramid’’ which
goes from the protected assets inventory to the ability to
collaborate with third parties to disrupt campaigns. Although
this approach relies mainly on incident response capabilities,
it is an interesting starting point for the identification of SOC
tactics. However, it has not been improved in other works,
so it has not evolved since 2017; for example, the last step,

contain, would have to be adapted to a more generic response
approach.

MITRE Shield is an active defense knowledge base that
captures and organizes what they are learning about active
defense and adversary engagement. While MITRE ATT&CK
provides the attacker’s tactics and techniques, MITRE Shield
provides tactics and techniques available to defenders. These
TTP are linked to the active defense concept, understood
as [49] the employment of limited offensive action and
counterattacks to deny a contested area or position to the
enemy. MITRE Shield focuses on the tactics to respond to
a hostile operation once it has been detected, not on the
previous, mandatory steps to detect this operation. In this
sense, we miss in the framework the identification of tactics
for a SOC to monitor infrastructure and raise alerts.

Finally, as we have stated before, Mandiant Attack Life
cycle is a relevant approach and reference for our work.
It focuses on the detection of the activities of a hostile actor
against an infrastructure. This approach, although useful
for defensive teams (it focuses on what can be detected)
is not accurate for the global modeling of threat actors; it
is again focused on activities performed by the attacker,
and so has been used in many works in both IT [50], [51]
and OT environments [52], [53]. Nevertheless, it does not
focus on what the defensive team must do to detect an
operation.

None of the identified approaches among literature defines
a formal arrangement of tactics, in the form of a kill
chain model, to be performed by a SOC. This is, as we
have stated before, no defensive kill chain model has been
ever proposed. Most of the analyzed proposals focus on
pure incident handling methodologies, which should be
considered particular response techniques not suitable for all
alerts a SOC handles daily. Some of them do not even propose
tactics to be executed, but only an abstract model without
delving into what activities a SOC has to perform. The closest
approach we have found is Matt Swann’s blue team cyber
kill chain, which has not evolved in last few years and, as we
will defend in section VI lacks mandatory tactics and also
focuses on incident handling, not on the whole cycle a SOC
must follow to achieve its goals.

V. OUR PROPOSAL
We define the SOC Critical Path (SCP) as the sequence of
mandatory actions to detect and enable the neutralization,
of a threat, as shown in figure 5. We can see SCP as a
defensive version of a cyber kill chain. The SCP starts with
the generation of a log record in a particular system and ends
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FIGURE 5. SOC critical path.

with the appropriate response to a detected incident. This
incident can be raised by any threat, not only by adversarial
ones.

As stated before, in our approach we propose the SCP steps
as shown in figure 5. These steps are partially equivalent
to those defined in the Intelligence Cycle [54] and we have
adopted a similar nomenclature for them where applicable.
Each of these steps represents a tactic that specifies what the
SOC must perform to achieve its goals, and each of them
comprises different techniques to achieve the particular tactic.
Please note that the proposed arrangement is mandatory: it
is not possible to raise an alert if there is no data analysis,
there is no data analysis without basic or complex processing,
and there is no processing if we are not able to acquire
relevant data. In addition, for some of the identified tactics,
we have proposed specific sub–tactics; these sub–tactics are
not mandatory in all cases, but they are recommended and,
in today’s SOCs, their execution is a common approach.
We have not gone into them in depth, as their details are
outside of the scope of this work.

The SCP starts with the planning tactic, which will identify
what needs to be monitored for alert raising and how these
data must be processed and analyzed in order to detect and
respond to security incidents. In this step, it is mandatory to
analyze potential hostile operations and techniques against
our protected assets, to understand how threat actors will try
to damage us, to identify attack surfaces in our infrastructures,
and to establish guidelines on what and how monitoring will
be performed. The planning tactic, as the first step of our
approach, will guide all the activities executed by a SOC
to detect and neutralize threats, and it will receive feedback
from the rest of the tactics of our model, especially from the
Response one.

Once the global monitoring and response strategies are
defined, data Acquisition is the next SCP step, where
relevant data is acquired from the monitored infrastructure
and sent to a central repository, typically the SIEM platform.
Monitored infrastructure generates logs, and some or all
of them are selected for detection purposes. In order to
detect malicious activities, it is mandatory not only to send
those logs regarding special actions, but also those related
to usual activities on the monitored infrastructure. In this
tactic we identify two particular sub–tactics: Extraction,
regarding what information is mandatory to acquire, and
Transportation, regarding what mechanisms must be used to

send the acquired data from its data source to the central
repository.

When received by the SIEM, logs are processed and
converted into events. This processing includes, at least,
some kind of standardization and the storage and retention
of the normalized data in the SIEM. Depending on the SIEM
technology, it can range from simple to complex processing
mechanisms, but in any case it is a must, as without proper
processing, the events cannot be analyzed, which is the next
step of the SCP. Most technologies include a normalized
format for information (logs) received from multiple, hybrid
sources, such as firewalls, endpoints or proxies, as well as
predefined retention capabilities that can range from a few
hours to months or years, with deletion and the cold storage
being the last step of the data processing. Please note that,
in this context, the deletion of data does not necessarily mean
its real removal, but its elimination from a warm site and its
storage in a cold site that cannot be exploited for detection
but for forensic purposes. In this tactic we identify three sub–
tactics: Reception, regarding the mechanisms that enable the
correct receiving of the data, Normalization, regarding what
approach is followed to convert hybrid data to a common
format, and Storage, regarding what strategies the SOC must
follow to store the received and normalized data in a way that
allows the next step of the SCP, the Analysis.

Once processed, SIEM technologies also provide the capa-
bility to analyze events, which is the next step in SCP. This
analysis can be performed both automatically and manually.
SIEM can usually perform automatic reduction, aggregation
and correlation. They also provide specific capabilities for
manual analyses, ranging from simple queries to the stored
data to particular, platform–dependent languages. As in clas-
sical intrusion detection schemes, the goal of this analysis is
to identify misuses and anomalies that can lead to an incident,
so in the Analysis tactic we identify two mandatory sub–
tactics: misuse analysis and anomaly analysis. Please note
that the particular techniques that compose these sub–tactics
are those regarding intrusion detection approaches, such
as expert systems, neural networks or statistical anomaly
detection.

When a misuse or an anomaly is detected, an alert is raised,
usually on a ticketing platform. The alert generation can be
automatic, from pre–defined use cases in the SIEM platform,
but also manually, when an analyst defines a new hypothesis,
customizes it and identifies a misuse or an anomaly not
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known before. Although alerting could be included in a
global analysis tactic, we consider it apart, as for us it
is not pure analysis but its result; it is equivalent to the
dissemination step of the intelligence cycle stated before.
In addition, please note that on the ticketing platform, related
to these manual alerts, we can manage both alerts from SIEM
data but also alerts from particular situations outside the
SIEM scope, such as user calls. In this platform, the SOC
must centralize all incident–related actionable events. We do
not identify any sub–tactics for the Alert tactic, as it is a
simple one, but only particular techniques to achieve it in an
effective way, such as alert numbering schemes or alert data
enrichment.

Through the ticketing platform, analysts respond to the
alert that has been raised. All alerts require an appropriate
response that can be automatic or manual, and given that
all alerts on the ticketing platform require a response,
a SOC objective is that all of them are real incidents.
This response starts with the identification of the incident
and, in case it is a real one (true positive), it contin-
ues with specific actions that are performed in order to
neutralize the threat. Inside the incident response process
these actions can range from deception to containment, and
from simple actions to complex methodologies. The incident
response process is well defined among many methodologies
[55], [56]; a summary can be found in [57]. Many works
define the particular sub–tactics, after the incident identifica-
tion, such as containment, eradication, recovery and lessons
learned [58], with little variation from this approach [59].
In any case, as we have stated before, SOC particular response
activities depend on multiple factors, so these sub–tactics
do not always apply; for example, a particular agreement
with a customer may define the response to a specific
incident type just as the notification of the action, or by
automatic network block without further investigation or
activities. For this reason, these sub–tactics are outside of the
scope of this work, and cannot be considered mandatory in
all cases.

To perform the response tactic, analysts may have to
acquire and contextualize data from different sources, includ-
ing their own ticketing platform, the SIEM, particular relevant
systems of the organization or third–party repositories. If the
incident is not a real one (false positive), the response
tactic will not consider all the steps related to pure incident
response, but the SOC will close the related ticket; in these
cases, that a SOC has to minimize, it will also be an
improvement to the process by refining correlation rules, use
cases or acquisition exceptions.

Finally, please note that as in many processes SCP will
improve global detection and response capabilities by giving
appropriate feedback to the planning stage from all of the
steps of the SCP, which will be produced by the analysis of
all of the tactics role in detecting and neutralizing a threat,
from the acquisition to the response one; in the same way, the
improvements achieved will be applicable to all the tactics of
the SCP.

A. A PRACTICAL EXAMPLE
To provide a practical result for our proposal, we have
analyzed a particular technique performed by threat actors
in their operations and how our model helps a SOC to
detect and neutralize it. We have chosen the Command and
Control (C2) tactic stated by MITRE ATT&CK, in par-
ticular the T1071.001 technique, related to command and
control through web traffic protocols. While using this
technique, adversaries may communicate using application
layer protocols associated with web traffic to avoid detection
and network filtering by blending in with existing traffic.
Commands to the remote system, and often the results of
those commands, will be embedded within the protocol
traffic between the client and server, as MITRE ATT&CK
framework states. Please note that choosing any other tactic or
particular technique for our example would follow the same
structure and provide the same results.

In order to be able to detect this C2 technique, first of
all the SOC team must analyze how threat actors perform
it. As stated before, they communicate with the command
and control system through web traffic, this is, through the
legitimate navigation of the users inside the compromised
infrastructure. In this way, a malicious HTTP/S hit is hidden
inside the whole, legitimate web traffic. As the amount of
data to be analyzed in order to detect this malicious hit is
very large, this technique allow the threat actor to go easily
unnoticed. In addition, this technique evades network traffic
filtering mechanisms, as outgoing web navigation protocols
are usually allowed in all organizations.

Once the technique is analyzed, following our proposed
kill chain, the SOC team must approach the first step:
Planning. This is when the SOC plans the rest of the
relevant tactics and techniques that will be later executed,
so defining all the mandatory tasks for all of the SCP steps.
First of all, the SOC must plan how to acquire relevant
information for the detection and neutralization of the threat
actor. In this case, as we are dealing with HTTP/S command
and control, the main data source will be this kind of traffic,
which can be acquired by different techniques, such as
passive acquisition (for example, sniffing network traffic and
dissecting the particular protocols) or through the parsing
of proxy logs. The SOC team must analyze the pros and
cons of the different techniques that can be applied to the
acquisition, in order to identify and put into practice the
most suitable approximation. This planning not only has to
consider technical aspects, but also economic, legal or human
ones.

In relation to the processing, the SOC team must consider
elements such as the storage of the acquired data, its
retention period and, most importantly, the usability and
agility of the SIEM platform where this data is processed.
As it is mandatory to process all navigation traffic, not
just specific alerts such as blacklist navigation attempts, the
parameters to estimate the processing capabilities, such as
the amount of needed storage, the computing power or the
events per second rate, must be adjusted in order to provide
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SOC analysts a suitable environment for their work. The
processing requirements will depend on the acquired data,
so the proper arrangement of the proposed tactics we are
defending is mandatory.

The next step in our model is related to the analysis of the
data in the SIEM platform. This analysis can be performed
through different techniques, both automated and manual,
and its goal is to identify misuses and anomalies that can
lead to an incident. Following our model, the SOC team will
identify and put into practice analysis techniques suitable for
the detection of web command and control channels, such
as the use of black lists (misuse) or statistical or knowledge
based anomalies, the so called ‘‘hunts’’ in threat hunting
terminology. Please note that without a suitable processing,
analysis can not be accomplished, confirming once again the
mandatory arrangement for the tactics of the SCP.

Once data has been analyzed and particular conditions are
met, the SOC will raise an alert if a suspicious activity has
been detected. This alert will be sent to a ticketing platform,
global for the SOC incident management processes, and
it is mandatory to define how the alert will be generated
in this platform, taking into account parameters such as
classification, criticality or service level agreements for each
type of alert.

Finally, when an alert is generated, some action from
the SOC is required, reaching the last tactic of the SCP:
the Response. The SOC team will respond, in one way or
another, to the potential incident. In this last step, the SOC
will follow the established operating procedures for each
particular case. These procedures can range from a simple
notification to the affected organization to a whole incident
response deployment, following in this last case the usual
sub–techniques: identification, containment, eradication and
recovery. Again, the alerting, and thus the response tactics,
must be executed after the analysis of the acquired and
processed data, so wemust stress onemore time the relevance
of the arrangement of the proposed tactics.

As we have stated, each of the tactics of the SOC Critical
Path will provide feedback to the planning step, starting again
the SCP in order to improve over time the SOC detection
and response capabilities. In our example, this feedback is
especially based on the analysis of the incidents that have
not been properly detected, identifying which tactic or tactics
have not been fully accomplished and improving them. This
continuous improvement is mandatory for a SOC, as hostile
actors modify their techniques over time and their detection
and neutralization will always be the SOC’s goal.

In this practical example, we have followed our proposed
model to provide a suitable detection and response to a
particular technique inside a hostile operation. We have
identified particular tasks inside each step and justified the
arrangement of our proposed tactics, thus providing SOC
teams an example on how to apply the SCP to a real detection
case. In order to present the improvements of our approach
over previous techniques, we can compare the SCP to an
equivalent kill chain model. But as we have stated in this

work, it is hard to provide this comparison, as no direct,
equivalent model has been identified during our research.
SOC Critical Path is a novel proposal, being Matt Swann’s
blue team cyber kill chain the closer approach, but not having
a direct equivalence.

Comparing our model to the blue team cyber kill chain,
in Swann’s work we find in first place the Gather step, which
is equivalent to our acquisition, but without a proper, previous
planning. This absence of a Planning tactic as a primary
mandatory task can lead the SOC to execute subsequent
steps lacking a clear, defined goal. Without identifying
the relevant data sources that enable the identification of
a particular offensive technique, without planning which
processing requirements are mandatory and without a proper
identification of analysis techniques, it is not possible for a
SOC to provide an accurate detection capability.

The Blue Team Cyber Kill Chain’s next step is the
Aggregation one, a phase in which the defensive team joins
the gathered data from multiple sources. In our model,
we consider it a specific step for processing in which
aggregation is set. But in opposition to the blue team cyber
kill chain, inside the SCP Processing tactic, aggregation is
just one of the particular techniques that a SOC can consider,
together with other approaches just as reduction or, simply,
storage of the acquired data. A processing tactic is much
more suitable for a kill chain model, and inside this tactic,
aggregation is a specific technique, but not the only one.

Next, the blue team cyber kill chain defines analysis and
identification, which are equivalent to the analysis and alert
steps in our model. The rest of the blue team cyber kill
chain defined steps are triage, investigation and containment.
We consider these tactics incorrect for a general model,
as they focus on particular tasks not performed by a SOC in all
cases. Triage and investigation can be considered particular
techniques for our response tactic. If this response is a
global incident response, these steps should be included in
a general identification step, as they define tasks to perform
this identification. In addition, containment is a tactic suitable
for this global incident response, but in this case it should be
considered together not only with identification, but also with
eradication and recovery, as most incident response strategies
define [60], [61].

Being hard to compare the SOC Critical Path to an
equivalent model, as we have presented a novel approach,
differences and benefits over the blue team cyber kill chain
are clear. Our proposal provides a technology–agnostic
arrangement of tactics for a defensive team to detect and
respond to threats. Comparing this arrangement to the blue
team cyber kill chain, we advocate that our model not only
covers the whole cycle for a SOC to perform its task, but
provides a homogeneous point of view of the mandatory
tactics without considering particular techniques for any of
them. This abstraction allows analysts to follow our model
and, when needed, to go down into the techniques to perform
their task. We consider this fact increases global detection
and response performance, as the difference betweenwhat the
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SOC has to execute (the tactic) and how it has to be executed
(the technique) is clear at all times. Also, giving feedback to
the Planning tactic, which in the SCP is mandatory to enhance
all the SOC work, closes the cycle and provides a continuous
improvement element to our model.

VI. DISCUSSION
We have proposed a model for the SOC Critical Path,
the sequence of mandatory actions to detect and enable
the neutralization, of a threat. This model provides the
arrangement of tactics that a SOCmust perform to achieve its
goals. In this sense, our approach gives analysts not only a kill
chain equivalent for defensive cyber operations, but also a set
of mandatory tactics to be considered in a center that provides
cyber defense capabilities. Each of the defined tactics can be
more or less complex, depending on the SOCmaturity, but we
defend all of them to be mandatory for a SOC to accomplish
its goals. In addition, please note that this model is suitable
not only for the detection and neutralization of adversarial
threats, but is a common approach for all types of threats.

For the proposed tactics of the SCP we have chosen terms
close to those used in the Intelligence Cycle, as we have
stated before.We defend that SOC activities are in fact related
to counter intelligence activities, as the SOC goal is the
prevention, detection and neutralization of threats. Of course,
these terms could be largely discussed (for example, the
Planning tactic could be called the Preparation tactic), but we
consider this is pure nomenclature. We have actively avoided
terms used by the Cyber Kill Chain R© as we consider it
especially relevant to distinguish both approaches, one with
an offensive perspective and the SCP with a defensive one.

As we have stated, all reviewed approaches for kill
chain models are focused on the offensive point of view;
these models provide the mandatory, arranged tactics for
an attacker to achieve their goals. However, unlike in the
offensive perspective, previous defensive proposals do not
focus on tactics and techniques, neither on a critical path
(kill chain in offensive jargon) to achieve a defensive
actor’s goals. Different studies analyze SOC processes with
special emphasis on the incident response capabilities, thus
not giving the mandatory importance to tactics to provide
analysis or acquisition capabilities, and also considering a
homogeneous, not real, work for a SOC day to day. As we
defend, a global incident response is only a particular kind of
response of all of the possibilities a SOC can provide to its
customers.

The absence of a defensive kill chain model makes it
hard to compare our approach with equivalent proposals.
In fact, this absence is a real problem, as SOC activities
are in many cases unstructured, not correctly formalized nor
arranged, making it difficult to improve capabilities over time
and thus giving adversaries relevant advantages to succeed.
Different proposals have been analyzed in this work, none
being suitable for the definition of mandatory tactics and their
arrangement in the form of a defensive kill chain. The closest
approach we have found, the blue team cyber kill chain, lacks

important tactics and, as most of the frameworks, focuses on
global incident response without taking into account relevant
aspects such as the planning or proper acquisition of data,
as we have stated in the practical example shown in section V-
A. For this reason we have proposed a novel kill chain model
which sets all the relevant steps and their correct arrangement
for a successful detection capability.

Future research lines would include to deepening into
each of the presented tactics, in order to define sub–tactics
inside the defined tactics. Those sub–tactics would not
be mandatory to accomplish the global SOC goal, but
recommended. In the cases where these sub–tactics can be
identified in a specific order, they could be considered a
more specific approach to the SCP. In our approach, we have
provided sub–tactics for the main identified tactics, but we
consider this to be an ongoing work. It is also important to
note that in some cases the internals of some of the proposed
tactics are well structured in the literature and have been
discussed in our work, for example regarding the response
tactic, while in other cases the potential sub–tactics are not
so well structured, such as in the acquisition one.

In addition, an interesting future research line would be the
specification of techniques for each tactic we have presented
in this work. Although we provide a high–level description
for SCP, we consider our research as the first proposal that has
to be improved. These techniqueswould define how a specific
tactic can be executed, and its structure could be similar to the
MITRE ATT&CK approach, but considering the defensive
point of view.

VII. CONCLUSION
In this work we have presented the SOC Critical Path (SCP),
a sequence of mandatory actions to appropriately detect and
respond to security incidents, which is the main goal of
Computer Network Defense, executed by centers such as a
SOC. The SCP is equivalent, from a defensive point of view,
to models such as the Cyber Kill Chain, which are focused
on the attacker’s perspective. Although this offensive point
of view has been discussed in many works, the defensive one
presents an important lack of research, so we have addressed
an issue not largely analyzed in spite of being a must for
a SOC to accomplish its goals: to prevent but, especially,
to detect and to neutralize security threats. In this sense, our
approach provides a kill chain equivalent to a SOC team.

We have proposed an approach based on the definition and
arrangement of the tactics that must be implemented in any
defensive center. Our goal was to identify these tactics from
a global perspective, from the generation and registration of
interesting activities in a protected IT asset to the analysis
of data, alerting and final incident response. Although many
studies focus on this later step, the one related to the incident
response, we have tried to consider all mandatory tactics to
achieve the SOC goals at the same importance level. For each
identified tactic we have discussed and proposed sub–tactics
that, in a particular arrangement, conform to the global tactic
to achieve.
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Finally, we identified some future research lines mainly
related to the specification of sub–tactics and particular
techniques in each of the identified tactics in our research.
We consider this future work as a mandatory enhancement of
this first approach to the process of detecting and neutralizing
security threats.
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